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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Continued confusion over deadlines to stop the steal! I'll clarify! 4 
Understanding how the left is reacting to the Texas lawsuit! What 5 
is their argument? How does their argument against Texas, et al. 6 
measure up? 7 
Now that we know the left has attempted to fraudulently steal the 8 
election from Trump by targeting the Democratic controlled 9 
precincts (with a history of voter and election fraud—the difference 10 
is voter fraud is an act perpetrated by an individual, while election 11 
fraud is perpetrated by Election officials appointed and/or elected 12 
to office)—in the five swing States, here are the END game 13 
scenarios 1-5—with an additional scenario that only recently 14 
developed and centers on the fall of the Biden crime family with 15 
indictments impending. 16 
The Coming War for Liberty Will Likely Be Fought On Our Soil—17 
a war with China through their proxy communists planted within 18 
our country with possible assistance from Canada (4.3), and 19 
Mexico (6.9). 20 
The essential operating principle of DIVINE INTERVENTION 21 
explained — when, and how can we expect GOD to show Himself 22 
openly.  23 
CHRISTMAS WARS REPRISED! 808.3.2 24 
I'll have to use my evening visits to address some of the other stuff 25 
going down. Usually, news cycles move week to week, but these 26 
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days, the cycle is moving so fast the landscape changes almost 27 
every hour. Mercy! 28 
It's time for your BRAIN MASSAGE! 29 
[TRUTH] 30 
Continued confusion over deadlines to stop the steal! I'll clarify! 31 
America is engaged in a real time civics lesson—we are learning 32 
more than most of us ever wanted to know about our Constitution 33 
and the intricacies of how our Founders provided for an orderly 34 
transition of power. Confusion can create serious problems, so let's 35 
clarify one matter that keeps causing distress and can make us 36 
vulnerable to being manipulated by the DEMONCRATS. 37 
As you know, the Devils who are trying to steal this election, and 38 
our liberties, are working overtime to DECREE Biden the 39 
president. Constantly, we are barraged with messages that are 40 
designed to get everyone to accept the candidate the Left has 41 
chosen. For example, they keep referring to Biden as President-42 
Elect. The media do not have the authority to decide an election. 43 
The fact is, unless one of the candidates concedes, or the Electoral 44 
College vote is certified by Congress — no one is President-Elect.  45 
So, the left keeps pushing these fake deadlines. Like election 46 
certification by the States. Nope! That does not determine who is 47 
elected President. That only directs the states to designate their 48 
electors to this or that candidate. This is partly because 49 
certifications can be challenged, rescinded, and then recertified— 50 
we have watched this happen in Georgia. State certification does 51 
not FINALIZE the election. Now the MSM is trying to push the 52 
idea that December 14 it's over. That's when the electors are slated 53 
from each state. But no! That can be overturned in a number of 54 
ways. If the Legislature finds cause to intervene and act on their 55 
Constitutional authority to appoint electors to replace those put in 56 
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place before. This is something that is developing in these states 57 
where the election results are in question. 58 
The next date is January 6. This is when the Electoral College votes 59 
and the Congress counts the votes to declare the President-Elect. 60 
However, even that can be challenged by any Elector, or by any 61 
State Legislator and cause the matter to be put before the Congress 62 
to decide. What happens in this case is the Electors votes are set 63 
aside and the Congress itself acts in its Constitutional authority to 64 
install a President and Vice President.  65 
Another important point to remember is that none of these dates 66 
are stipulated by the Constitution and can be altered by the actions 67 
of the Congress. 68 
The last date is January 20 — this is the only date that is stipulated 69 
in the Constitution, and this is the date the term ends and a new 70 
term begins. This is a hard date. It's the only date that is fixed by 71 
the Constitution and to change it would require an amendment to 72 
the Constitution, which is a process that would require something 73 
like a year or more to complete. 74 
Trump continues to be President until January 20. He has ALL the 75 
powers of the Presidency until then.  76 
Is there something that could happen between Jan. 6 and Jan. 20 77 
that could disrupt the transfer of power? Yes! And I'll discuss that 78 
when I lay out the END GAME SCENARIOS 1-5 plus 1. 79 
Okay! Next! 80 
Let's take a look at the Texas lawsuit! The left's main argument 81 
against the Texas lawsuit is that there was no proven fraud—I'll 82 
explain the basis for that spin in a minute—and the Court is not 83 
going to want to DECIDE and ELECTION. The argument boils 84 
down to that, and that alone. I've read bout four different liberals 85 
response to the Texas lawsuit and none of them actually address 86 
the argument of the suit itself. The idea is that there was no proven 87 
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fraud, and the Court does not have the Constitutional authority to 88 
appoint a President. I can't even begin to tell you how weak their 89 
position is. 90 
First, remember that Gore sued in Florida court to hold back 91 
certification of election results and won. Bush v. Gore in 2000 was 92 
a counter suit that ended up before SCOTUS asking for that case to 93 
be reviewed. Gore contested the election results because of 94 
perceived problems with the count in Florida—the big hanging 95 
chad debacle. So, when the Democrats are trying to "overturn the 96 
results of an election" it's okay to ask the courts to intervene.  97 
Second, SCOTUS did intervene, reviewed that lower court's 98 
decision, and reversed it. This was not intended to decide an 99 
election—it was a decision based on the merits of the case—it was a 100 
legal ruling, not a political one; but for the Dems everything is 101 
political. 102 
Second, while the case envisions concerns about all the evidence 103 
about voter fraud, and "irregularities," the case does not depend on 104 
establishing proof of that fraud. The case focuses on Constitutional 105 
issues that arise from undisputed facts—in other words, the Texas 106 
case does not ask the court to rule on whether or not the States in 107 
question violated the Constitution—the FACT that the states 108 
violated the CONSTITUTION is an open and established FACT. 109 
The FACTS are these. The Constitution of the US stipulates that 110 
the Legislature of each state shall determine in what manner the 111 
electors of that state are appointed. The Legislatures of these four 112 
states, GA, PA, MI, and WI, have duly ordered how an election is 113 
to proceed and how the electors of each state would be awarded to 114 
the winning candidate. This is an undisputed fact, of course. 115 
Now, also undisputed is the FACT that Election Board officials, 116 
and in some cases the Governor of these States used COVID-19 to 117 
CHANGE the LAWS—to actually implement rules governing the 118 
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election in those states that were in some cases DIRECTLY IN 119 
CONTRADICTION to the LAWs enacted by their Legislative 120 
bodies, and in one case, they VIOLATED THEIR OWN STATE'S 121 
CONSTITUTION—one State has a Constitutional prohibition 122 
against mail-in ballots. (Different from Absentee ballots.) 123 
Texas, who has been joined by 19 other states, and the President, 124 
argue that because the Constitution of the US gives the power to 125 
Legislative bodies of each state to direct in what manner electors of 126 
that state are apportioned, when GA, PA, MI, and WI made 127 
changes in the rules and laws governing elections without apart 128 
from their LEGISLATIVE BODIES, and in fact, made such laws 129 
and rules that contradict the laws of those Legislatures, THIS 130 
VIOLATED THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES—131 
and that this VIOLATION undermined the elections in all other 132 
states—literally overtaking the election by their illegal activity. This 133 
is unjust, unfair, and ILLEGAL! It means that the voters in all other 134 
states were not treated equally—and so their action further violates 135 
the EQUAL PROTECTION clause of the 14th amendment. It 136 
means that voters in those states who were adverse to the voters in 137 
the harmed states got an unfair and illegal advantage in this 138 
election because their Election board/Governor, etc. VIOLATED 139 
THE CONSTITUTION —!  140 
Now, this would seem to be a pretty open and shut case. SCOTUS 141 
rules on LAW not on politics. SCOTUS should be concerned, A. 142 
with the fact that the Constitution was not followed by these States, 143 
and B. that the result was a clear infringement of the rights of other 144 
states under the equal protection provision. 145 
Now, when you read the reaction of the States to these allegations, 146 
the essential FACTS of the case are not argued! This is the reason 147 
you never hear any one on the left argue that Texas is wrong — the 148 
election in these states proceeded according to the State's 149 
Constitutional authority, and according to the law stipulated by the 150 
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Legislature of these states. It is clear this would be a losing 151 
argument! They know that! So, how do they argue their case. 152 
Now, here is where it gets nuanced, and you need to pray that the 153 
clever snakes defending these states will not bamboozle the 154 
COURT. The defendants are essentially saying the State 155 
Legislatures did not take action, or intervene in the matter, and so 156 
it's an internal State issue that is none of the business of the other 157 
States (they will go all 10th amendment here). In other words, this 158 
is our problem, you but out! If it is argued that it compromised the 159 
integrity of the election results for the entire Nation, which is a 160 
matter of critical concern and interest of each other State—the 161 
answer is NO PROOF OF FRAUD HAD BEEN BROUGHT 162 
FORWARD. 163 
This is one of the reasons the lower courts have refused to hear any 164 
case on the issue of voter or election fraud—they KNOW the 165 
evidence is THERE and that it is COMPELLING. So the DEMS 166 
don't want that evidence to get before the general public. The 167 
DEEP STATE controlled media and social media have blocked 168 
every effort to inform the general public about the plethora of 169 
evidence that has been compiled by Giuliani and Powell, and 170 
several others by the way.  171 
Because there has not been a hearing in a court of law with a ruling 172 
that fraud has occurred, the left are using that as cover to keep 173 
saying NO EVIDENCE OF FRAUD HAS BEEN BROUGHT 174 
FORWARD, or presented. (To learn how to listen to lying 175 
Democrats you have to add the clarifying terms they leave out. 176 
They are actually saying, No evidence of fraud has been presented 177 
in COURT and no court has ruled that there is any evidence 178 
proving voter or election fraud.) 179 
Well, Giuliani is a fighter and he is sharp. He and Jenna took their 180 
evidence directly to the State Legislatures. This provided for a 181 
public hearing of the evidence—but even that was blocked by MSM 182 
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and DEEP STATE CONTROLLED Social Media. It's getting out—183 
but the important thing is the Legislatures of these states are 184 
hearing the evidence and finding it compelling. However, because 185 
our team got a chance to put the evidence in front of the 186 
Legislatures in Georgia, and Pennsylvania, and Michigan and now 187 
Wisconsin guess what? Those legislatures have ALSO joined with 188 
Texas in their suit against these states. 189 
So those who oppose the Texas lawsuit hope the court will be 190 
intimidated by their HIGH PRESSURE and ARM TWISTING — 191 
and BRIBERY EFFORTS, and BLACKMAIL EFFORTS — to bully 192 
the court into backing away from the case. (This is the most 193 
important thing to pray about going forward. You must 194 
understand that these Jurists are under ENORMOUS political, and 195 
personal pressure to refuse to take this case.) Meanwhile, the 196 
argument will be the internal affairs of the States is their business, 197 
and the complaint is moot because there was no harm—because 198 
there is no proven fraud. 199 
The Texas suit purposely avoids getting drawn into the quagmire 200 
of proving fraud, not because there is no proof, but because such a 201 
case would take weeks, and maybe even months to prosecute. It 202 
depends. Texas, et al. could opt to zero in one or two smoking gun 203 
examples, but if the COURT will rule strictly according to LAW, I 204 
don't see how it could legitimately rule against Texas—clearly, the 205 
Constitution was violated, and the states joined in the complaint 206 
were obviously harmed because their equal protection under the 207 
law was violated. In other words, the COURT needs to focus on the 208 
matter of their concern: LAW! 1. Was the LAW FOLLOWED? 209 
And 2. Were RIGHTS violated? The answer to the first is NO! And 210 
the answer to the second is YES!  211 
Pray SCOTUS will be protected, will not succumb to the intense 212 
efforts to bully them into submission to the Deep State, and will 213 
not fall for the specious arguments the DEEP STATE will use to 214 
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provide cover for the COURT from accusations of miscarriage of 215 
JUSTICE that will certainly follow any failure on their part to 216 
RULE ACCORDING TO LAW. 217 
Hold on through the break! I'll be right back! 218 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 219 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 220 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 221 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 222 
liberty. 223 
We know the left has attempted to fraudulently steal the election 224 
from Trump. Only a fool would actually believe otherwise. Biden 225 
said out loud in front of God and everybody that he and Obama 226 
put together the most expansive and inclusive voter fraud 227 
organization in American political history. He was not kidding! 228 
As for voter fraud, we don't have time to unpack all of it. Just look 229 
at that video taken in the State Farm Arena. I read a big rebuttal of 230 
that as evidence and I'm telling you folks, that video has them on 231 
the ropes. The rebuttal attempted to reinterpret what we see clearly 232 
but it's really strange how they keep talking about "seeing the whole 233 
video" all of it, and when you see all of it — but leave out 234 
significant segments themselves, and never show any video proof 235 
that supports their "explanation." It's like, see this segment that 236 
Trump's team did not show you? Well, that proves it. They did not 237 
show you that, did they? So, what is it in we were not shown that 238 
changes our view of what we did see? NOTHING! Nothing 239 
happens in those segments that would change your understanding 240 
of everything we have seen. So, when that sort of thing is tried, you 241 
know they are in very deep trouble. 242 
Add to that the 700 affidavits of eyes witnesses testifying to fraud 243 
and "irregularities," and this, from Georgia's State records — did 244 
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you hear that? What I'm going to lay before you is hard facts taken 245 
from Georgia's own State records: 246 
2,560 Felons voted; 66,247 underage voters voted; 2,423 voted were 247 
not registered; 1,043 voters gave a PO Box address; 4,926 voted 248 
who were registered to vote in another state; 15,700 moved out of 249 
the State before the election; 40,279 voted who had moved to 250 
Georgia but failed to register; and according to State records 251 
anywhere from 30,000 to 40,000 lacked a proper signature 252 
verification before the vote was counted. All of this is ILLEGAL—253 
and by Georgia's own ADMISSION this accounts for over 130 254 
thousand votes. In the Texas lawsuit, 170,000 votes in Michigan 255 
cannot be connected to a registered voter! ????? Remember, the 256 
trick the left uses is that, well, this does not "prove" fraud because a 257 
COURT of LAW has not RULED on it. And, friend, that is only 258 
the tiniest tip of the massive iceberg of evidence that we have. And 259 
their Titanic is heading straight for it. In fact, they've hit it! Many 260 
who realize it are scampering about looking for a lifeboat while the 261 
MSM are playing Autumn — because when someone requested 262 
Nearer My God to Thee — they had a vote and the Democrats 263 
decided to vote God out! Haha! 264 
So, here are END game scenarios 1-5—with an additional scenario 265 
that only recently developed and centers on the fall of the Biden 266 
crime family with indictments impending. 267 
1. State Courts rule the election results were tainted by fraud and 268 
order the precincts where the fraud occurred to either redo the 269 
election, or decertify their election results. (Which would take us to 270 
no. 2. Or this failing, no. 2) 271 
2. Legislators in each of these states step up, call foul, and appoint 272 
electors. (I’ve heard this could play out in two ways. One, the 273 
Board of Elections set forward s slate of electors dedicated to Biden 274 
while the Legislature sets forward a set dedicated to Trump, which 275 
effectively neutralizes that states vote in the electoral college; or 276 
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two, the legislature cancels the electors dedicated to Biden and 277 
send only electors dedicated to Trump.) 278 
3. The Supreme Court receives the Texas case, or some other, and 279 
rules in favor of the suit which cancels the elections in each of 280 
those states on the ground that it was done contrary to the 281 
Constitution. This will create a scenario in which neither Biden nor 282 
Trump can receive the necessary 270 electoral votes, and throws 283 
the election to Congress. 284 
4. Congress receives the burden of electing the President and Vice 285 
President. The House elects the President and the Senate the Vice 286 
President. In the House, each state receives one vote. Presently, in 287 
terms of States represented (not in terms of numbers of 288 
Representatives, but States represented) the Republicans have the 289 
majority. The Senate, of course, is held by Republicans. 290 
5. Trump invokes the Insurrection Act, rounds up the named 291 
culprits who have attempted to perpetrate a coup by stealing our 292 
election process in USA, and orders a redo on the national election. 293 
(4.1-2) 294 
6. AND NOW THIS DEVELOPMENT: The case against the Biden 295 
family moves forward, Biden is apprised of the fact that he is about 296 
to be indicted, along with his son and brother, Biden makes a deal 297 
to concede for remaining out of jail—Trump becomes President. 298 
The Coming War for Liberty Will Likely Be Fought On Our Soil—299 
a war with China through their proxy communists planted within 300 
our country with possible assistance from Canada (4.3), and 301 
Mexico (6.9). 302 
The Navy has deployed the USS Carl Vinson off the West coast 303 
floating about in the waters near Oregon/Washington border. The 304 
USS Essex is floating off the coast of San Francisco. The Theodore 305 
Roosevelt along with its strike force is patrolling the coast of 306 
Connecticut, the Gerald R. Ford is off the coast of New Jersey, the 307 
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USS Iwo Jima off South Carolina — along with a significant 308 
deployment of ground troops to Ellis AFB in Nevada — one would 309 
think we are anticipating an attack on the Continental US. Some 310 
think when Trump is declared the winner of the election, the 311 
DNC's next move will be to call on the UN to attack America and 312 
depose Trump, and others that Soros and company will launch 313 
their Antifa-BLM mobs to attack the streets of America in the Blue 314 
States — from what I've seen from the Demoncrats today, I think 315 
you should be prepared for both A and B, plus an effort to 316 
assassinate Trump and Pence, or their families — please PRAY!  317 
I heard some suggest that China is behind this whole thing, that 318 
China has set up operations in Canada, and Ezra Lavant has 319 
brought out some disturbing revelations from internal documents 320 
in Canada showing Trudeau inviting China to establish a military 321 
presence in Canada—joint exercises and so forth—remember, 322 
Trudeau said China is the country he admires MOST and 323 
explained why—because their "dictatorship allows China to turn 324 
their economy around on a dime." Naval power in the China Sea — 325 
Well, here is one of those shows where I wish I had an hour! Okay.  326 
The essential operating principle of DIVINE INTERVENTION 327 
explained — when, and how can we expect GOD to show Himself 328 
openly.  329 
God has ordained government officials to serve as ministers for us 330 
for good (Romans 13:1-6). Their primary responsibility is to 331 
execute wrath upon evildoers. We understand good and evil are 332 
used in the context of the BIBLE and so they take those meanings. 333 
In other words, government is ordained to protect the good as the 334 
word good is understood in the Bible, and to execute wrath upon 335 
the Biden and Clinton crime families—I mean, the evildoers, as the 336 
Bible defines them. You know, people who commit crimes against 337 
the people, who betray the good and sell them into the power of 338 
evil men and women for their own personal gain.  339 
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We wonder sometimes, where is God in these situations? Friend, 340 
He gave the sword to us—we need to USE IT! 341 
America distributes power over a pretty wide array of offices in the 342 
US all of them ultimately answerable to We the PEOPLE. This 343 
provides a series of what we call checks and balances—if one level 344 
fails, we turn to the next, and so on. We have allowed many evil 345 
men and women to creep into power in our land and now we are 346 
paying for it. As each level of power fails to execute wrath upon 347 
evildoers, God waits for the next to respond and take care of it. He 348 
expressly gave this "to men" (Genesis 9:6 and Romans 13:1-6, along 349 
with several other passages). 350 
So, the State legislatures fail, and the courts fail, and the DOJ fails, 351 
and the FBI fails, and forget the CIA—their the ones running this 352 
game—and finally the SCOTUS fails, and then the Congress fails, 353 
and finally it comes down to one man, the only man the entire 354 
nation of WE THE PEOPLE ELECTED to defend the 355 
CONSTITUTION from ALL Enemies BOTH Foreign and 356 
DOMESTIC — must step up to the EVILDOERS and EXECUTE 357 
WRATH UPON THEM — and if that fails! It's OPEN 358 
DESTRUCTION FROM THE ALMIGHTY! That's what the Deep 359 
State had in mind for us with Hillary—imagine, Hillary plus 360 
COVID — imagine — we would be in hell already. But God raised 361 
up Trump—and Trump, pray for him, Trump will not bend to the 362 
Deep State—God is using him to stand between us and Tyranny—363 
Pray for him and his family, Pence and his family, all the faithful in 364 
his cabinet and Kaliegh McEnany and all his supporters—because 365 
my friend, we are at WAR with China, which is using their proxy 366 
DEEP STATE operatives inside the US to attack from within, and 367 
their DEEP STATE Canadian operatives and most likely also in 368 
Mexico to coordinate an attack that will possibly go physical — and 369 
that's true whether it's Trump or Biden by the way! The difference 370 
is with Trump, America will FIGHT and STAND for our liberties. 371 
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Biden will bow deeply to Xi Jing Ping—and surrender America to 372 
Communist China. 373 
But we have the ultimate weapon — PRAYER! Full armored 374 
PRAYER. Join us Sunday 9:30, 10:45, AM and 5 PM. 375 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 376 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 377 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 378 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 379 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 380 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 381 
lights off? 382 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 383 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 384 
email. 385 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 386 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 387 
 388 


